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PROOF. It is obvious that a is an ideal; that it is modular follows from the corollary to Theorem 5, equations (7) and Lemma 2. Now if (b, c)M', then by Lemma 2 &<g)c(£Z,, whence be = (b®c) 0 <*>, and kga. Hence ML Ca.
It should be observed that both possibilities ML = ct and ML 9 e a can occur. In our special example where A is a projective geometry and A -L consists of all subelements x of a hyperplane h with x not ^ oo, ML = a if there exists k(£L with oo <k<h. On the other hand, if no element exists (in A) between oo and A, then ML 7 e et, for then oo (£ML • This example shows also that ML need not be an ideal.
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SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS THAT POLYNOMIALS IN SEVERAL VARIABLES BE POSITIVE
IRWIN E. PERLIN 1. Introduction. Let T(x) denote a polynomial in a single real variable x with real coefficients. T. Popoviciu 1 established sufficient conditions that T(x) be positive for all real x. In this paper we shall consider polynomials in several real variables with real coefficients, and establish sufficient conditions that the polynomials be positive for real values of the variables.
2. Polynomials in two real variables. In this section we shall develop sufficient conditions that a polynomial in two real variables with real coefficients be positive for all real values of the variables. Let us consider then, 2m 2n
T(x, y) = J2 12 hjCijxtyi,
where the bij are positive constants, and the Cij are real numbers. Introducing parameters, we write T(x, y) in the following form Presented to the Society, April 13, 1940; received by the editor June 26, 1941. 1 T. Popoviciu, Sur une condition suffisante pour qu'un polynôme soit positif, Mathematica, vol. 11 (1935), pp. 247-256 . 
We define f_ij?
The last three equations can be written
The parameters OHJ are determined by the recursion relations 2 2 2 4X 02i 2j<*t-l ƒ«* ?-l ~~ 02Î-1 2j«t /-l -02i 2j-l«i-l ƒ where PijÇK) and QijÇK) are polynomials in X. The polynomials PijÇK) and QijÇK) satisfy the recursion relations
where we define P_i;
Let X»y be the greatest positive zero of PijÇK). Then we establish the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. Kijis greater than or equal to the greater 0/X t _i jand Ki y_i.
We proceed to prove this lemma by induction. Obviously Xio^Xoo and Xoi^Xoo. Since the degree of P»-_i XX) is greater than that of Pi_i y_i(X)P»_2 jÇK) and the degree of P t -j-iÇK) is greater than that of Pi_i y_i(X)P t -y-2(X), it follows that the degree of PijÇK) is the same as that of Kb 2 i 2jPi-i jÇK)Pi y-i(X). We see that the coefficient of the highest power of X in PijÇK) is positive. Let r equal the greater of X;_i j and X» y_ x . Then PijÇr) ^0. Hence, X t y is greater than or equal to the greater of X»_i j and X t -y_i. We shall prove this lemma by showing that
We establish this result by induction. It is seen that the above is true for i+j = 0 and 1. Now i'tOW ==: XiV-l oW -2^i-2 o(X),
And since POJ(S) = Pjo(X.) it follows that iV(X) ^ P" ,-i(X) > 0, X è 2. Now P,-,(X) = XPi_j y(X)P< y-!(X) -|P< ,_x(X)P t _l ) -1 (X)P J _2 ,(X)
Hence Xij<2 • , n -1,
then L(x, y) >0for all real values of x and y.
This theorem is a generalization of the theorem of E. , gij---k -. , * * * , hij...k = .
1,^0 1, .7 T^ 0 1, ^5^0
The recursion relations that the polynomials P^-.. .&(X) satisfy in this case are
